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Factsheet
Firefighters from all around the world use POK® products.
In France, fire stations represent 246,800 firefighters including 40,600
professionals (16%), 193,800 volunteers and 13,300 firefighters in the
armed forces (5%). 36,000 female firefighters, i.e 1 in 7 are women.
The consolidated fire-station budget is €4,844M.
French fire stations own 6,311 emergency vehicles able to assist victims;
3,750 pump trucks and 3,914 forest fire tankers.
French firefighters respond to about 18,000,000 calls per year.
Firefighters are not just people, they are men and women united by their
passion to protect others. POK is proud and grateful of the trust firefighters
place in its products.
Data extracted from "Les statistiques des services d'incendie et de secours - 2017 Edition"
(emergency services statistic) for 2016 .

Self explanatory impact of pulsing during water
testing

A POK hand nozzle showcasing pulsing. A picture taken by our
Italian distributor Rosenfire.

POK-on-sea

Marseille's marine firefighters received the delivery at the end of May of a
light fire-boat of 25m length and 128T. Designed by its users who decided to
fit POK products on board.
The bow

is fitted with three "water-foam" cannons, two of which

have 8.000L/min.
Nearly 500 civilians and soldiers gathered at the Quai de la Fraternité for the
ship blessing.

POK attends Posidonia 2018
Thanks

to

our

partner

Pronoia

for

welcoming

POK

on

its

stand

during Posidonia 2018, an event which took place in Athens early June.
During this event, many visitors were interested in our monitor DN200, a
product capable of reaching 20.000L/min flow rate.
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DN200 - Diffuser
selectable stream pattern   

DN200 - Canon
with spreading claw   

Saint Florian

DN200 - Diffuser
with selectable flow rate

DN200 - Canon
without spreading claw  

Saint-Florian unbreakable glasses
POK recruits. Join Us !
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